We study the out-of-time-order correlation (OTOC) of the Floquet transverse Ising model and use it to verify the phase diagram of the system. First, we present the exact analytical solution of the transverse magnetization OTOC using the Jorden-Wigner transformation. In order to get the phase structure of the Floquet transverse Ising system, we use the longitudinal magnetization OTOC as it is known to serve as an order parameter of the system. We show the phase structure numerically in the transverse Ising Floquet system by using the long time average of the longitudinal magnetization OTOC. In both the open and the closed chain systems, we find distinct phases out of which two are paramagnetic (0-paramagnetic and π-paramagnetic), and two are ferromagnetic (0-ferromagnetic and π-ferromagnetic) as defined in the literature. * rohitkrshukla.rs.phy17@itbhu.ac.in
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades, out-of-time-order correlation (OTOC) has gained a lot of attention among the researchers of various fields. One field of interest is the butterfly effects in quantum chaotic systems [1] [2] [3] [4] . Other directions are quantum information scrambling [2, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and many-body localization [14] . The nontrivial OTOC as a holographic tool has been instrumental in determining the interplay of scrambling and entanglement [15, 16] . Many experiments have been done to measure OTOCs in various systems, e. g., trapped-ion quantum magnets [17] and Nuclear Magnetic resonance quantum simulator [18] .
In addition to the above fields of interest, the OTOCs are useful in determining phases of the quantum critical systems [19] [20] [21] . The phase structures of quantum critical systems have been studied extensively in the last few decades [19, 20, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . One of the simplest models to display and analyze the quantum phase transition is one dimensional transverse Ising model which is given by Hamiltonian H = J i σ x i σ x i+1 + h i σ z i . This system undergoes a phase transition at J = h from the ferromagnetic state (J > h) to the paramagnetic phase (J < h) [21, [34] [35] [36] . Such phase transitions in timeindependent equilibrium systems have been well studied over the years. In the last few years, the OTOC has emerged as a tool to detect equilibrium and dynamical quantum phase transitions in the transverse field Ising (TFI) model and the Lipkin-Meshkov-Glick model (LMG) [21] .
It has been shown that the OTOC of the ground states and quenched states can diagnose the QPTs and dynamical phase transition, respectively [21] . The ferromagnetic (J > h)and paramagnetic (J < h) phases of the transverse Ising model can be characterized by nonzero and zero long time average OTOC, respectively [21] . The pe-riodically driven interacting quantum system known as the Floquet system, on the other hand, poses a different problem: one would expect generic Floquet systems to heat to infinite temperatures. However, specific cases of nonergodic phases with localization have been observed in Floquet systems [37, 38] . In these systems, multiple nonergodic phases with differing forms of dynamics and ordering have been observed [32] .
These multiple phases are characterized by broken symmetries and topological order. In the case of transverse Ising Floquet systems, Majorana modes are produced at the ends of the long chain [25] . The zeroenergy Majorana mode corresponds to the long range ferromagnetic order while the nonzero-energy Majorana mode corresponds to the paramagnetic phase [24, 25] . The sharp phase boundaries of the Floquet Ising system are explained by symmetry protected Ising order [27, 32] . For binary Floquet drive, two paramagnetic and two ferromagnetic phases can be seen in the phase diagram. The two paramagnetic/ferromagnetic phases are distinguished by the combined eigenvalues of the Floquet drives and the parity operators. On the basis of the combined eigenvalues, the paramagnetic region is divided into two parts: 0 and 0π-paramagnetic and ferromagnetic region is also divided into two parts: 0 and π-ferromagnetic [FIG. 1] . In the ferromagnetic region, all of the eigenstates have long range Ising symmetry broken order. However, in the paramagnetic phase, all of the eigenstates have long range symmetric order.
We will explore the OTOCs as a detector of phase transition in the Floquet Ising spin system. First, we will consider transverse magnetization out-of-time-order correlation(TMOTOC) and calculate the exact solution using the Jordan Wigner transformation by mapping the spin operators onto the fermionic annihilation and creation operators. Next, we will consider the longitudinal magnetization out-of-time-order correlation(LMOTOC) and explore the various phases in the Fouquet Ising spin system. Our motivation is to find the phase structure of the Floquet system using a long time average of LMO-TOC.
This manuscript is organized as follows: In section II,
Phase structure of the Floquet system with Floquet map given by eq. (1) [24, 27, 32] . There are four distinct phases in the τ0-τ1 parameter space. Two of these phases, the π ferromagnetic and the 0π paramagnetic, and phases which are unique to Floquet systems.
we will discuss the model of the Floquet system. In section III, we will define the longitudinal and transverse magnetization OTOCs. We will introduce the time average of the LMOTOC for the detection of phase structures. In section III, we will discuss the various phases of the Floquet Ising system using a long time averaged LMOTOC. Subsequently, in section V, we conclude the results.
II. MODEL
We consider an integrable Floquet transverse Ising system with binary Floquet drives. The Floquet map corresponding to this system is
where H xx is the nearest neighbor Ising interaction given by
σ z l is the transverse field in z-direction. τ 0 and τ 1 are the time periods. The Hamiltonian corresponding to the above Floquet operator is:
III.
OUT-OF-TIME-ORDER CORRELATION
The out of time order correlation (OTOC) is, in general, defined as F (t) = W (t)V W (t)V where V and W are two local Hermitian operators and W (t) is the Heisenberg evolution of the operator W by time t. If we consider the local operator V = W = σ z l , the spin operator perpendicular to the Ising axis (x-axis), we get TMOTOC, which is given by:
where l can take any value between 1 to N for closed spin chain. The time evolution of the spin operator at the position l after n kicks is defined as S z l (n) = U †n S z l U n . In this case we will start with the initial state
where, |↑ is the eigenstate of σ z with eigenvalue +1. Let's consider the periodic boundary condition and even number of spins and calculate the Floquet map given by eq. (1) as;
where, t 0 = 2τ 0 , t 1 = 4τ 1 and σ x l = 2S x l gives the same unitary operator as defined in eq. (1). We calculate the analytical expression for the TMOTOC using the Jorden-Wigner transformation (for detailed calculation refer to Appendix A):
where the expansion coefficients Φ q (n) and Ψ q (n) are defined as
The phase angle γ q and the coefficients α ± (q) and β ± (q) are given by
and
The allowed value of p, q and r are from −(L−1)π L to (L−1)π L differing by 2π L for even number of N F (N F = c † l c l , Number of Fermion). The values of F z (n) obtained by the analytical expression in eq. 6 match the values obtained numerically by exact diagonalization. For instance, for τ 0 = τ 1 = , where = π 28 , we have shown the analytical and numerical results in FIG. 2. The advantage of having an easily computable formula such as eq. (6) is that we can study the TMOTOC as a function of Floquet periods τ 0 and τ 1 and see the behavior at any number of kicks. The analytical expression is of O(L 3 ) which has a significant advantage over exact diagonalization calculations of O(2 L ). Inset of FIG. 3(a) shows the TMOTOC with time (kicks) using eq. 6 for system size N = 50 with a periodic boundary condition, where we fix τ 1 = π/24 and τ 0 = , 2 and 3 .
The LMOTOCs have been shown to be useful in detecting the phase transitions between the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases in spin systems [21] . However, the same cannot be said about TMOTOC. A comparison of the behavior of the two quantities with time is shown in FIG. 3 . We see from FIG. 3(a) that TMOTOCs always oscillate about a positive value for all the pairs of τ 0 and τ 1 , signaling that the long time average of TMOTOC is always a positive quantity. However, in the case of LMO-TOCs, as shown in FIG. 3(b) , we find that the long time average value can be either zero or a positive quantity. In order to detect the phase structure of the system, we require the order parameter characterising the distinct phases to show a sharp contrast between the phases. We see that the LMOTOCs qualify the criterion to be used as an order parameter, but TMOTOCs fail to do so. LMOTOC with number of Floquet periods for a fixed τ0 = and τ1 = , 2 and 3 in closed chain Floquet systems with system size N=12. In TMOTOC, we take the initial state as a direct product of the eigenstate of σ z with eigenvalue +1. In LMOTOC, the initial state is the direct product of the eigenstate of σ x with eigenvalue +1. Oscillation of the mean value of TMOTOC always remains positive value however in LMOTOC have both positive and zero value which depends on the constant value of τ0 and τ1. In the inset, there is the variation of TMOTOC with the number of Floquet periods for a fixed τ1 = π 24 and τ0 = , 2 and 3 in closed chain Floquet systems with system size N=50.
Upon performing a quantum quench from a polarized state, we will use the saturation value of the LMOTOC as the order parameter to distinguish between the two phases. It is calculated by numerical methods because it is not beneficial to calculate it analytically [39] .
Considering V = W = σ x l , the spin operator along the Ising axis, we get the LMOTOC defined as:
We study the phase structure of the system [eq. (1)] by calculating the LMOTOC using the fully polarized initial state
where, |→ is the eigenstate of σ x with eigenvalue +1. We consider an even number of spins in this analysis. where can take any values from l = 1 to N for closed spin chain and l = N 2 for open chain. σ x l (n) = U †n σ x l U n is the Heisenberg evolution of σ x l after n Floquet periods. If the LMOTOC denoted by eq. (12) saturates to a particular value after a long period of time, this value can be 
The long time average of the LMOTOC has a direct link with the spectral properties of the system in consideration [40] . The averaged LMOTOC links with the spectral form factor [41] , a well-known quantity in random matrix theory, which is a quantifier for discreteness in the spectrum.
IV. PHASE STRUCTURE
The phase structure of the Floquet system given by eq. (1) is known to have four distinct phases in the twodimensional parameter space of τ 0 and τ 1 . The phase diagram is shown in FIG. 1 [24, 27, 32] . Paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases show behavior similar to their undriven counterparts. The other two of the phases observed, the π-ferromagnetic and 0π-paramagnetic are unique to Floquet systems and are not observed in undriven non-Floquet systems. The phase transitions between these phases in the τ 0 and τ 1 parameter space can be detected by calculating LMOTOCs. The LMOTOC has been shown to saturate to non-zero values in the ferromagnetic region and to zero in the paramagnetic region, at long times in the undriven systems [21] . Hence, the long time averaged LMOTOC serves as a good order parameter for paramagnetic and ferromagnetic regions in the undriven systems. In driven Floquet systems, LMO-TOCs do not saturate to non-zero and zero values for all values of τ 0 and τ 1 ; we see a continuing oscillating behaviour about a non-zero or zero mean value (FIG. 4) .
The time-averaged LMOTOC (F x (n)) is seen to saturate at long times in the thermodynamic limit to non-zero values in the ferromagnetic and π ferromagnetic regions, and to zero in the paramagnetic and 0π paramagnetic regions of the phase space. [FIG. 4] . The tips of the regions with F x = 0 can be seen to be moving closer to each other with increasing the system size. In the open boundary condition, the tips which start out in the upper half of the parameter space, also move downwards towards the point ( π 4 , π 4 ) with increasing system size. For system size N → ∞, we can expect the tips to meet at the centre, giving the critical lines as shown in FIG. 1, which is the expected phase diagram for this system. Hence, the timeaveraged LMOTOC [F x (T )] for large T and N → ∞ can be used as an order parameter to distinguish the phases of a driven transverse field Floquet Ising model. It must be noted that the time-averaged LMOTOC does not distinguish between the ferromagnetic and the π ferromagnetic phase or the paramagnetic and the 0π paramagnetic phase. However, these distinct phases can be identified by observing the combined eigenvalues of the unitary op- erator which is defined in eq. (1) and the parity operator (P = l σ z l ) [24, 27] . Considering the operators U and P have eigenvalues u and p respectively, the different phases can be distinguished by observing the eigenvalues along the outer edges of the phase diagram. The frequencies of oscillations of the LMOTOC also provide a signature of the phase transitions. Here, the dominant frequencies have been numerically determined by taking the argument maxima of the discrete Fourier transforms of the deviation of the LMOTOC from its \tau_0   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27 0  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  \pi/4  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26 mean value (F x (n) − F x (T )). Mathematically, it can be defined as:
A heatmap of the dominant frequencies of F (ν) in the logarithmic scale is shown in FIG. 7 for N = 10 in the closed and open boundary conditions. These plots show that the dominant frequencies logarithmically drop close to the critical lines and at the edges. Comparing FIG. 7  and FIG. 6 , we observe that heatmap displays indications of the phase transition in the Floquet Ising system.
V. CONCLUSION
We calculate the exact analytical expression for TMO-TOC as a function of τ 0 and τ 1 . Further, we study the phase structure of the traverse field Floquet Ising system given by eq. (1) using numerical calculation of LMO-TOC. We use LMOTOC defined in equation eq. (12) to distinguish between the paramagnetic and ferromagnetic phases of the chosen Floquet system. ferromagnetic and the π ferromag-netic phase or the paramagnetic and the 0π paramagnetic phase are distinguished by the combined eigenvalues of U and parity operator P . We numerically find the time averaged LMOTOC [F x (T )] for the system sizes up to N = 10 and plot the regions of the parameter space that have F x (T ) = 0 and F x (T ) > 0 for T = 10 4 . We observe that the plot showing the critical lines of phase transition for N → ∞ tends to the expected plot FIG. 1.
In the limit N → ∞, the regions with F x (T ) > 0 for large T are ferromagnetic and those with F x (T ) = 0 for large T are paramagnetic. We also see that the dominant frequency of oscillations in [F x (n) − F x (T )] logarithmically decreases close to the critical line and the boundary of phase space for the system sizes considered.
OTOCs can be experimentally calculated [18] , and Floquet systems can be experimentally realized [42, 43] . Our study outlines how LMOTOC can be a useful tool to distinguish the phases of a Floquet system.
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Appendix A: Calculation of transverse magnetization OTOC
We transform the spin variables to fermionic creation c † l and annihilation c l operators at site l by using the Jordan-Wigner transformation [44] 
(A1) The operators c l and c † l obey the the usual fermion anticommutation rules. The unitary operator for the closed chain is given as
where N F = L l=1 c † l c l is the total number of fermions. We move in the momentum space using the Fourier transform of c l which is defined as
Hence U can be written as [45] 
The operator V q in the above expression has the form
For V q , the four basis state are |0 ,
where
In the above equation α ±q and β ±q are given by eq. (10) and eq. (11) respectively. The initial unentangled state is |ψ L (0) = |0 ⊗L . In Fock space, it is treated as vacuum. Time evolution operator of the fermionic annihilation operatoer in the momentum space is given as
The expansion coefficients Φ q (n) and Ψ q (n) are defined in eq. (7) and eq. (8), respectively, and phase angle (γ q )
is defined in eq. (9). Let us apply the first spin operator on the initial state, we get
Since, c † l c l is the number operator. The operation of the number operator on the vaccum gives zero eigenvalue. Time evolution of the spin operator at position l is
where a and b are indices in momentum space. By using eq. (A8), we can write
Application of time evolved spin operator on the vacuum gives
and the Hermitian conjugate of the above equation is
where p and r are indices in the momentum space. We can calculate S z l (n)S z l (0)|0 as S z l (n)S z l (0)|0 = −
Applying the third spin operator S z l (0) on the state S z l (n)S z l (0)|0 we get S z l (0)S z l (n)S z l (0)|0 = − 1 2
1 N x,y e i(x−y)l c † x c y −
x,y,a,b e i(x−y)l e i(a−b)l Φ a (n)Ψ b (n) c † x c † −b δ(a, y) − c † x c † a δ(−b, y)
where x and y are the indices in the momentum space. Now we take the scalar product of the states given by eq. (A12) and eq. (A14) and get TMOTOC as F z (n) = 2 4 0|S z l (n)S z l (0)S z l (n)S z l (0)|0 ,
x,y,a,b e i(x−y)l e i(a−b)l Φ a (n)
Since, the term 1 2N 2 p,r |Ψ p (n)| 2 |Φ r (n)| 2 − Ψ −p (n)Ψ r (n) * Φ p (n) * Φ −r (n) + 1 2
is constant for all number of kicks (n) and system size (N ) which comes out to be 1 2 3 . Since a is a dummy index, we replace it by q. Hence, the final formula of TMOTOC is F z (n) = 1 − 2 N 3 p,q,r |Ψ r (n)| 2 Φ * p (n)Φ q (n) − Ψ −p (n)Ψ r (n) * Φ * p (n)Φ q (n) − Ψ q (n)Ψ r (n) * Φ p (n) * Φ −r (n) + Ψ q (n)Ψ r (n) * |Φ p (n)| 2 .
(A17)
